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C O N T E N T S

The contents of this book summarize the findings and concepts 

developed during the Innovation Workshop. It is a collection of 

thoughts and ideas that demonstrates the power of collaboration.
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Sheila Hanley and her staff address the workshop participants via video conference at the start of the day. 

Workshop participants listen attentively.
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SHEILA HANLEY, Director of Policy and Programs for the Center for Medicaid 
and Medicare Innovation (CMMI), began the event by discussing the importance 
of models like Focal Point in solving the healthcare challenges the U.S. currently 
faces. In her day-to-day-work, Sheila and CMMI support the development and 
testing of service delivery models that aim to achieve better care for patients, 
better health for our communities, and lower costs through improvement for our 
healthcare system. 

“We are all interested in watching your progress and are very hopeful that you 
will continue to be successful. The model you built is a wonderful example of 
innovation, creativity and partnerships, and we’re hoping to see similar models 
repeated across the country. You are on the leading edge of very important 
work. “

ROCCO PERLA, Director of Learning and Diffusion Group, Centers for Medicaid 
and Medicare Innovation, noted that, “This is an amazing opportunity. Within 
CMMI, we talk about no shortage of good ideas regarding healthcare reform. 
The challenge is in execution. This workshop really gets to the idea of execution.  
This takes a lot of commitment and relationship building across sectors, and 
that’s what I see when I see and read about Focal Point. “

GUY A. MEDAGLIA, President and CEO of both Chicago Southwest 
Development Corporation and Saint Anthony Hospital, thanked CMMI for taking 
the time to recognize Focal Point as an innovative healthcare delivery model, 
and expressed gratitude to the attendees for donating their time to help Focal 
Point push the boundaries of what’s possible.

“As Sheila said, we are on the leading edge of very important work. Today, as 
you participate in our session, I ask that you think freely and without any 
inhibition. This is an Innovation Workshop, held to develop novel solutions that 
push beyond what we know today and even farther beyond what we think will 
happen tomorrow. Our goal is to create a world-class community campus that 
provides unprecedented access to healthcare and community services. I don’t 
want us to follow in the footsteps of what other healthcare providers have done. 
I want us to pave our own path toward an unprecedented level of excellence and 
innovation that is custom-made for our community. We need you—today—to 
help us lay the foundation for achieving that goal.”

OPENING 
REMARKS

O P E N I N G  R E M A R K S

"You are on the leading edge 

of very important work."
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Guy A. Medaglia thanks the video conference participants for their important contributions to the process.

The Standardization group (foreground) and Infection Control 
group (background) listen to Guy’s opening remarks. 

Dr. Kaman Cipi and Jeremiah Leonard 
prepare to vote for their top three actionable 
ideas of the day.

The Technology group  members listen attentively to a presentation by 
the Standardization group.

The Community Involvement group includes   
representatives from six different community 
partners.
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E X E C U T I V E  S U M M A R Y

The challenge in healthcare is to address the challenges of function, 
experience, outcomes, quality and cost at the same time.

This Innovation Workshop was organized to leverage the brain trust of 
experts and community stakeholders to address the five priority issues 
confronting community-based healthcare. These experts form the Focal 
Point Advisory Group and represent organizations with a legacy in the 
Chicago area—leaders working in partnership to provide quality healthcare 
and other services to the residents of our West and Southwest Chicago 
communities. This advisory group will be engaged throughout the design 
process to review and validate concepts as they are developed.

 » Center for Medicare and Medicaid Innovation 
 » Saint Anthony Hospital 
 » John H. Stroger Hospital of Cook County 
 » University of Illinois Hospital and Health Sciences System 
 » Access Health Network 
 » Lawndale Christian Health Center 
 » Jones Lang LaSalle 
 » HDR Architecture

The Innovation Workshop was structured around a series of design activities. 
The process was fast, focused, and organized to generate deep insight into 
the defined problems. As innovation often results from balancing analytic 
and intuitive thinking, we integrated design and strategy to leverage what 
we already know, and to create completely new and unique ideas.

EXECUTIVE 
SUMMARY
A rapid, focused and organized 

process to generate deep insight

 CO M M U N I T Y  I N VO LV E M E N T

 I N F E C T I O N  CO N T R O L

 S TA N DA R D I Z AT I O N

 T E C H N O LO G Y

 T R AU M A
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 CO M M U N I T Y  I N VO LV E M E N T

How might we improve quality and reduce cost by focusing on the 
patient experience to engage the community throughout the Focal 
Point campus?

 I N F E C T I O N  CO N T R O L

How might we improve quality and reduce cost by focusing on the 
community experience to eliminate acquired infections from the 
Focal Point campus?

 S TA N DA R D I Z AT I O N

How might we improve quality and reduce cost by focusing on the 
patient experience to adopt intelligent standardization across the 
Focal Point campus?

 T E C H N O LO G Y

How might we improve quality and reduce cost by focusing on the 
patient and community experience to seamlessly use technology 
across the Focal Point campus?

 T R AU M A

How might we improve quality and reduce cost by focusing on the 
patient experience to deliver the appropriate level of emergency 
care on the Focal Point campus?

F I V E  P R I O R I T Y  I S S U E S 
CO N F R O N T I N G  CO M M U N I T Y-
B A S E D  H E A LT H C A R E
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FOC AL POINT MEMBERSHIP
A Focal Point membership program takes the idea of 
“health” far beyond the idea of simply going into a hospital. 
The groups discussed creating a program that is integrated 
into every part of a member’s life, from preventative care 
and health education to financial security, nutrition and 
even child care. The most prevalent ideas revolved around 
creating a program similar to the rewards programs seen 
in the airline/hotel industries. Community businesses 
would partner with Focal Point, and when members made 
healthy/smart purchases at these businesses, they would 
accrue points that could eventually be used to receive 
some type of reward. Members would also receive points 
for completing annual health screenings. When patients 
become members, they would fill out a membership 
profile indicating a variety of preferences; Focal Point 
would use this profile to orchestrate a unique healthcare 
experience for each member. 

COMMUNIT Y
Community is the heart of the Focal Point brand. The 
groups agreed that no matter how wonderful the 
design of the Focal Point facilities end up being, the 
true challenge rests in improving and enhancing the 
social fabric of the community. We already know that the 
campus will include parks, retail, a childcare center, and 
social spaces to enhance the neighboring communities. 
But what can be done beyond physical enhancements? 
Discussions revolved around integrating Focal Point 
brand ambassadors into the community, developing 
a community response team, developing solutions for 
lifetime engagement, creating health and social programs, 
and simply giving the community ownership of the 
campus. Community outreach and partnerships are also 
crucial to building community, and the groups agreed that 
these relationships should be built now so they can be 
leveraged once the facility is completed. 

L ANGUAGE & CULTURE
The neighborhoods served by Focal Point represent a 
diverse melting pot of languages and cultures, and one of 
the bigger challenges with this project will be optimizing 
the campus for the extremely diverse population that 
will use it. From a design and experience standpoint, 
that means that Focal Point decision makers must act as 
curators, observing people and their cultures and creating 
environments that cater to them all. The groups expressed 
the need for all communication (online, print, signage, etc.) 
to be in multiple languages, and when possible, to follow 
a universal language approach that uses recognizable 
symbols and graphics. Being that the extended family 
is very important to the people who will be served by 
Focal Point, it was also noted that the campus should be 
family-centric with ample space to accommodate large 
family gatherings. 

EDUC ATION
Understanding the importance of living a healthy lifestyle 
is a necessary first step towards improved health and 
well-being. Most of the discussions the groups had 
about improved healthcare also focused on the need for 
better health education. Some suggestions focused on 
creating interactive health education programs, leveraging 
community partnerships to promote immunizations and 
preventative healthcare, and leveraging waiting times 
to educate patients about health issues (e.g. showing 
educational videos in waiting rooms). One idea that 
came up repeatedly was creating an employee position 
called a patient navigator. This navigator would help 
patients navigate through healthcare experiences, while 
educating patients about health risks and healthy living 
along the way. There was also discussion about the need 
to train, educate and develop “rock star” staff prior to the 
completion of Focal Point. 

  B I G  I D E A S
These big ideas emerged 
from the content and group 
discussions throughout the 
session. The session process, 
activities, and details are 
presented later in this document.
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TR ANSIT
Whether or not community members have transportation 
to Focal Point—either by a personal vehicle or public 
transportation—can lead to health inequities in access to 
healthcare. Many discussions focused on the fact that many 
people within the Focal Point service area depend on 
public transportation, and that in some communities, there 
isn’t quick and safe access to this transportation. Solutions 
revolved around creating Focal Point transit hubs within 
the community, employing Focal Point vans and busses 
that could bring patients to the campus, and using mobile 
clinics that could travel into the community; the idea of 
going to the patient rather than asking them to travel to 
Focal Point was popular. 

BIG DATA
Big Data affords Focal Point the opportunity to keep the 
public healthy by anticipating health issues before they 
become a problem. Many group discussions revolved 
around the idea of mining for and storing patient data; 
companies like FitBit are already collecting personal 
health data from the public, so how can Focal Point tap 
into that technology? One idea relates to the Focal Point 
Membership. When a person becomes a member, they 
could be given a digital wristband to track and capture 
health data, and store important medical information. 
Other ideas include using big data to predict where 
there are high occurrences of health conditions and 
then targeting those areas with marketing materials 
and outreach promoting prevention. The ultimate goal 
with big data is to improve financial, operational and 
clinical outcomes by letting Focal Point act on facts, not 
gut feelings.

TECHNOLOGY
Technology was the one topic that touched nearly 
every discussion. The biggest issues revolved around 
connectivity—patients not having the technology to 
access health information, clinicians not having access to 
patient information, and systems working independently 
instead of together. The conclusion from all of the dialogue 
is that Focal Point needs to employ disruptive technology: 
technology that displaces and pushes far beyond the 
current technologies used. Numerous easily implementable 
ideas were discussed, including electronic health records, 
in-home patient monitors, mobile triage devices, kiosk 
check-ins, smart rooms, and online patient portals and 
scheduling. “Blue sky” ideas were also discussed, such 
as using drones to gather community information and 
employing fingerprinting and retina scans to access patient 
information. Ubiquitous computing—the continuous flow 
of data from medical equipment and apps—was also a 
recurring topic. 

SAFET Y & SECURIT Y
Safety and security are critical components in preventing 
harm, improving the quality of healthcare delivery and 
assuring safe working conditions. Issues focused mainly 
on safety from neighborhood violence, hospital-acquired 
infections, and medical errors. Group discussed the ideas 
of using antimicrobial materials throughout the hospital, 
UV lights to identify areas that need to be cleaned, patient 
devices that can monitor for bacteria/infection, and hand-
washing sinks with soap pre-added to the water. From a 
security standpoint, discussions focused on using Focal 
Point busses or vans to transport patients to and from 
the campus, and integrating invisible security measures 
throughout the campus; it was made clear that although 
the campus must be safe, there shouldn’t be bars on the 
windows, etc.
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P R OJ E C T  T I M E L I N E – D E S I G N  P H A S E

COMMUNITY 
RESEARCH

CONCEPT FOCAL 
POINT CONCEPT

RETAIL RESEARCH
HEALTHCARE

PARTNERSHIPS

THE VISION

S A I N T 
A N T H O N Y 

G O E S  I T 
A L O N E

In partnership with the University 
of Nebraska Medical Center, College 
of Public Health, and the University 
of Nebraska–Lincoln, College of 
Architecture, HDR Architecture 
sponsored and conducted a 
community needs and visioning 
study in Chicago to gain a thorough 
understanding of stakeholder 
expectations for U.S. healthcare 
provision and education in lower 
socioeconomic communities. Saint 
Anthony Hospital was the focus 
of the study because of its current 
commitment to the betterment 
of its community, as evidenced 
by its existing service programs 
and vision to bring an improved, 
viable healthcare delivery model to 
its community. 

August Partners, Inc., a retail 
research and consulting 
firm, was engaged by Jones 
Lang LaSalle on behalf 
of Chicago Southwest 
Development Corporation 
regarding Focal Point. The 
team worked together 
to understand the retail 
needs and wants of the 
communities Focal Point 
will serve. 

Access Community 
Health Network

Center for Medicaid and 
Medicare Innovation.

ENLACE Chicago

Esperanza Health Centers

HDR

Jones Lang LaSalle

John H. Stroger Cook 
County Hospital

Lawndale Christian 
Development Corporation

Lawndale Christian 
Health Centers

Turner/Denco/Ardmore

University of Illinois Hospital 
and Health Sciences System 
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PROGRAM IDEAS CONCEPT CONCEPT

VISIONING 
SESSION

INNOVATION 
WORKSHOP

(I.W.)
I.W. 2 I.W.3 I.W.4

A visioning session was 
conducted with Saint 
Anthony Hospital staff 
and representatives 
from local legacy 
organizations 
committed to providing 
quality healthcare to 
the residents of the 
local communities.  
Within this session, 
teams created personas 
and guiding principles 
were extracted from 
the information created 
within the session.  

The Innovation Workshop 
was a highly structured 
session where participants 
worked through 
intentionally designed 
exercises to generate 
innovations and big ideas. 
The session participants 
make up the Focal Point 
Advisory Group, which 
consists of community 
leaders within the West 
and Southwest Chicago 
communities, consultants, 
and Saint Anthony 
Hospital staff. 
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‘Proposed Focal Point Community Campus Site at the intersection of 31st Street and Kedzie Avenue in Chicago, IL.



OV E RV I E W
The pages that follow capture the essence of what was discussed, 

conceptualized, and presented during the day-long event. It is 

important to keep in mind that the results of the Innovation Workshop 

are a starting point only. The best ideas and themes are culled from 

the rich content generated during the event and subsequently refined 

over the course of the project. Of note, the content presented in the 

subsequent sections remains largely in its organic form, as it was 

generated during the session. No attempt was made to refine, develop, 

or polish content to improve ideas.

I D E A S

I CO N  K E Y

I N S T R U C T I O N S

G R O U P  D I S C U SS I O N

O B S E R VAT I O N S

S C E N A R I O
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   AC T I V I T Y  1  I N S T R U C T I O N S

1. List every “current best practice” or anything that is expected to 
come down the pipeline with regards to your topic area over the 
next three years.

2. Present. Make connections between the groups.

COMMUNIT Y 
 » Improved technology 

coordination 
 » Satellite facilities 
 » Expand on follow up via calls / 

technology
 » Patient portals
 » Tele-medicine
 » Text reminders 
 » Health alerts 
 » Social media 
 » Synchronize healthcare records 
 » Access to specialty care 
 » Strong community partnerships 
 » Patient-centered model
 » Care coordination
 » Wellness approach
 » Access to nutrition & physical 

education
 » Access to fitness centers
 » Accessibility to healthy food
 » Mobile food carts
 » Mobile wellness / care vehicle
 » Alternative care
 » Family education 
 » Health literacy 
 » Delivering knowledge  

to patient
 » Health literature 
 » Home monitoring for blood 

pressure and vitals 
 » Culture based
 » Decrease stigma 
 » Outpatient mental health
 » Outreach programs at 

community churches
 » Community screenings

INFEC TION CONTROL
 » Mandatory flu vaccination 
 » Hand hygiene 
 » Isolation precautions
 » Personal protective equipment 

(PPE)
 » Changing of clothing
 » Employee clothing
 » Sterile Processing Department 

(SPD)
 » Employment screening
 » Negative & positive pressure 

rooms
 » Single bed rooms
 » Storage of equipment
 » Cleaning and disinfection of 

equipment
 » Temperature and humidity
 » HVAC system
 » Ultraviolet in HVAC
 » HEPA filters
 » Disinfection of water supply
 » Refrigeration 
 » Respiratory care stations
 » Signage
 » Protocols
 » Documentation
 » Screening in triage
 » Exposure management

 » PPD
 » Housekeeping
 » Clean/soil separation
 » Waste flow separation
 » Bio-hazard
 » Reusable vs. disposable 

equipment
 » Needleless catheters 
 » Surveillance
 » Reportable diseases 
 » Communication to CDC
 » Education of staff and patients
 » Emergency management plans 
 » Food preparation hygiene
 » Terminal cleaning
 » Pharmacy compounding tools
 » Hospital Acquired Infection (HAI)
 » Antibiotic stewardship
 » Special populations—high-risk 

patients 
 » Tissue monitoring
 » Antimicrobial product selection
 » Cardboard packaging 
 » Chemicals
 » Visitor control

Goal: Capture a comprehensive 
list of current best practices for 
each focus area. Help participants 
move beyond the current state in 
subsequent activities.
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O B S E R VAT I O N S
Although participants were split into five separate groups, there 
are obvious connections between current best practices. 

C O N N E C T I O N S : 
Communication | Data analysis | Education | Prevention |  
Patient focus | Technology | Transparency 

INSIGHT
These elements are the state of today, 
not the state of the future. Focal Point 
must push beyond the existing to be 
truly innovative. We need to consider 
what has not been done before or 
combine these elements in new and 
interesting ways.

TECHNOLOGY 
 » RFID tracking
 » Single EMR
 » Integration
 » Mobile access
 » Wireless, Bluetooth
 » Computerized physician order 

entry (CPOE)
 » BIG data
 » Disaster recovery
 » Social Media
 » Cloud
 » Patient portals 
 » Patient passport
 » Personal monitoring devices
 » In-hospital advertising 

promoting health
 » Intelligent patient callback 

system 
 » Voice recognition 
 » eVisit
 » Virtual MD 
 » Video conference
 » ePrescribe
 » Robotic delivery system
 » Robotic surgery
 » Surveillance
 » Security 
 » Encrypted e-mail
 » Registration billing election
 » Kiosk registration
 » After care summary
 » Electronic patient follow-up
 » Structured documentation

TR AUMA 
 » Scheduled ED appointments
 » Posted wait times
 » Customer-service focus
 » Travel distances
 » Triage
 » CMS criteria
 » Use of technology
 » Imaging within the trauma center
 » Telemedicine
 » Labs
 » Sending EKG from the field
 » Continuity of care
 » Accessible patient information
 » Integration of patient information 
 » Hotspot mapping
 » POC testing
 » Quality benchmarks
 » Trauma prevention and 

Community Education
 » Enhanced ambulance capability

•	 Capnography monitors 
in ambulances

•	 12-lead EKG
•	 Paramedic for triage
•	 Medical SMO in the field
•	 Remote visibility of vital signs

STANDARDIZ ATION 
 » Evidence-based practice in 

nursing
 » Multiple certification types
 » ICD 10 Codes
 » Patient satisfaction scores
 » Illinois Department of Public 

Health
 » The Leapfrog Group
 » Emergency preparedness
 » FEMA requirements
 » Hospital Care Assurance Program 

(HCAP)
 » Hospital/physician rankings
 » Pay for performance
 » Population health management
 » Accreditation
 » Care managers concentrating on 

very sick
 » JNC8 Guidelines
 » Data: public, targeted and 

comparative
 » Education
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   AC T I V I T Y  2  I N S T R U C T I O N S

Personas created in the Visions Session were provided to Participants in advance of the 
meeting that will be utilized during this session. This activity will draw focus to the day-
to-day experiences of those specific people and how their lives will be affected by Focal 
Point, and uncover new opportunities to improve those experiences.

1. Look at your persona and identify the elements in their descriptions that are specific 
to the future existence of Focal Point.

2. Bring the persona back to a “present day version” by identifying what the present day 
manifestation of those future-specific elements are, if any (they may just not exist, and 
be currently unmet needs).

3. Using your persona and the PRESENT DAY SCENARIO we have provided, create an 
experience map through that scenario. Who does the persona interact with? What are 
their roles? Where do they go, and what do they do to find resolution of their issue?

4. Once you have created a throrough experience narrative:

a. Identify where the experience intersects with your topic area.

b. Of these intersections, where are their opportunities to develop 
new solutions for your topic area? Where are there unmet needs 
with regards to your topic area?

5. Report out the scenario and opportunity areas to the whole group.

PERSONAS
In user-centered design, personas are fictional characters 
created to represent different users within a targeted 
demographic, attitude and/or behavior set. Designers use 
personas to better understand the goals and desires of 
potential users in order to help guide decisions—to ensure 
that behavioral patterns, goals, skills, and attitudes are the 
primary focus for how a physical environment is shaped. 
Personas are a model, not just for communicating ideas, 
but for discovering ideas as well.

On the following page, we explore four very different 
personas and their family members—people whose lives 
will be greatly impacted and improved by Focal Point. 
Our personas were created based on the synthesis of 
information collected and interviews conducted during 
the earlier research study, “Creating Community-Centric 
Hospitals in Lower Socioeconomic Areas: A Study in 
Chicago’s Near Southwest Side.” We give each persona a 
voice by sharing the story of their life and their dreams for 
the future, and take you through a day where you walk in 
their shoes and experience the Focal Point Community 
Campus in 2020 as they might experience it. 

Goal: Allow participants to make 
a connection to the personas 
developed in the visioning 
session. View the topic area 
through the eyes of the personas 
and use pain points to identify 
opportunities for innovation.
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D R .  J E S U S  M E N D OZ A ,  28 

J O N ,  11 

Twenty-eight years after he was born at the original Saint 
Anthony Hospital and one year after completing his residency 
at Rush and Stroger, Dr. Jesus Mendoza is hard at work in the 
Emergency Department (ED) at the new Saint Anthony Hospital. 
Between his shift work and studying for boards, he makes 
time to coach a youth soccer team at Focal Point, coordinates 
domestic violence screening in the ED, teaches gun violence 
and gang prevention to new residents, heads up the emergency 
preparedness procedures for Focal Point, and serves as the liaison 
with Occupational Medicine. He is thorough and dedicated and 
all the other doctors and nurses love working with him.

Jon is an 11-year-old bilingual Latino boy who loves the White Sox 
and his smartphone, but isn’t such a fan of schoolwork. He lives in 
a Little Village rental house with his parents, three siblings and his 
grandparents. The house is close enough to school that he can 
sometimes ride his bike, although usually his dad drops him off in 
the morning on his way to his full-time job and his mother, who 
works part-time, picks him up after attending her parenting group 
at Focal Point. His older brother attends the charter school, while 
his younger siblings go to the childcare center. His parents worry 
about gangs and the risk of assault.

W H I T N E Y,  35 + L O R R A I N E ,  6 0

M A R I A ,  20 + A N N A ,  35

A single mom with two young sons, Whitney is a 35-year-old 
med/surg nurse at Saint Anthony Hospital. She was born and 
raised in the Lawndale community, and values her close ties to 
that community including those with the other congregants 
of the New Lawndale Missionary Baptist Church, where she has 
belonged her whole life. Whitney lives with her widowed mother, 
Lorraine, in the two-flat she grew up in. She has had to open 
her home to a tenant to help with meeting her family’s living 
expenses, as well as to help pay for the private insurance needed 
to supplement her mother’s Medicare.

At 20 years old, Maria has her hands full raising two young 
children while trying to complete her GED and fulfill her dream 
of someday becoming a nurse. Maria and her daughter Sophia, 5, 
and son Samuel, 3, live with her mother Anna. They are growing, 
healthy children with few medical problems, both attending 
childcare at Focal Point. Sophia has asthma, which is monitored 
through the child asthma program there. Sam has just gotten 
his first pair of glasses. Maria spends her days at the Focal Point 
campus where she attends classes daily to finish her high school 
requirements. She currently does not work, but receives public 
aid assistance in the form of food stamps. She has a cell phone as 
part of a federal assistance program. 
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 CO M M U N I T Y

“What can 
we do this 
saturday?”

Workout, 
volunteer, 

sports for son

Drive 
electric van 
to campus

Breakfast Whitney works out;
son in sports

jon’s mom 
works on 
saturday

jon’s mom 
signs up for 

activities

schedule pick 
up at 8:00 am

jon is 
picked up  
at home

Breakfast ambassador  
orientation sports

Focal Point 
online campus 

schedule

transportation 
options

transport 
van Breakfast sports  

activities
FOCAL  
POINT

WHITNEY

PREVIOUS WEEK SATURDAY 

JON

NEEDS

S C E N A R I O
Jon has a stable extended family and two loving parents. 
They worry about the negative influence of gangs. His parents 
emphasize the importance of education and personal safety. 
Jon’s mother works regularly on Saturday. What does Jon do all 
day? Whitney is working on campus on Saturdays. How might 
clinical staff interact with the community including Jon? How 
might Focal Point be a stabilizing force and positively influence 
the wellness of the community?

safe options Fun options
transportation

safety
trust

confirmation
reassurance

status 
updates

nutritious 
Food

options
Physical 
activity

Fun

reassurance
confidence

iD Badge tracking
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F U T U R E  E X P E R I E N C E
The night before, Jon’s mom signed him up for a day-long 
soccer camp at Focal Point, so when he wakes up, he 
walks to the nearest Focal Point transit hub and waits for 
the Focal Point van. When Jon gets to the campus, he is 
greeted by a campus ambassador who gets to know her 
son and becomes a buddy of sorts. The ambassador is a 
role model and encourages Jon to stay involved in Focal 
Point programs. Jon’s mother knows that Jon made it to 
Focal Point campus because Jon is wearing a membership 
bracelet (similar to a FitBit) with GPS that she can access on 
her phone. For lunch, Jon and his soccer buddies go into 
the cafeteria where they actively make their own lunches, 
learning about portion control and nutrition along the way. 
For each activity Jon participates in while on campus, he 
accrues points. Jon can then use these points to purchase 
items from the health-focused Focal Point store, or to take 
classes that would typically require a monetary investment. 
After a certain amount of points have been earned, Jon 
could start taking on a leadership role on the campus—
sort of like a “big brother” to some of the newer members. 
At the end of the day, Jon’s mom can access an online 
itinerary of all the activities he participated in. Jon then 
hops on the Focal Point bus and heads back to the Focal 
Point transit hub near his house.

E L E M E N T S  T O  B E  D E V E L O P E D :
Reliable and safe transportation, engaging daily activities, 
community ambassadors to volunteer on campus, a 
device to track member activity, a campus that embraces 
all cultures, patient access to some form of technology 
(either computer, tablet or smartphone), an incentive 
program, family approach to community (getting everyone 
involved), a hip and cool brand that attracts young people 
like Jon.

A D D I T I O N A L  I D E A S :
The key to keeping Jon engaged with Focal Point is to give 
him options. Every week should be filled with attractive 
activities for youth—social events, sports, education, 
etc. For the most part, Jon should be able to pick which 
activities he signs up for and incentives should be offered 
when he completes them. He should also have the 
flexibility to just hangout and do the things he wants to 
do—homework, socialization, casual sports, etc.

Beyond activities geared towards children, Focal Point 
will take a family approach to involvement. The campus 
could host movie nights on the lawn or sports leagues 
where all ages can get involved. In addition to community 
outreach—via schools, churches, juvenile programs, etc.—
Focal Point could team community members up with 
others based on age and lifestyle and create big brother/
big sister-type relationships.
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Garden lunch tutoring & reading
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picks up 
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Watch movie
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community 
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cooking class 
to make lunch library & tutoring video 

games Dinner activity 
reportmovie night

community
nutrition 

Education
nutritious Food reward nutritious 

Food

iD Badge tracking
send update text to mom
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 I N F E C T I O N  CO N T R O L

Patient 
+ Family 
medical 
history

iD card 
tied to 
family 
profile

iD card 
tied to 
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satisfaction 
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Follow-up 
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triage schedule 
apt.

leg wound 
will not 

heal

jon calls 
Family 
health 

navigator

return 
home

Follow-up 
call

in-home 
assess-
ment

resolution

Describe 
symptoms

make Wound 
clinic 

appointment

transpor-
tation

FOCAL  
POINT

FOCAL  
POINT

JON + 
GRANDFATHER

JON + 
GRANDFATHER

NEEDS

NEEDS

S C E N A R I O
Jon's non-English speaking grandfather is complaining 
of a leg wound that won't heal. Jon and his mother 
accompany the grandfather for an appointment at 
Focal Point. When necessary, Jon helps translate. 
The grandfather actually has an undiagnosed MRSA 
infection. How might Focal Point handle this encounter 
to resolve the grandfather's infection without infecting 
others in the community, including his extended family? 

recognize 
problem

Know who 
to call

translator Guidance

reassurance

information
reassurance

information
Education

schedule 
location

trans-
portation 

options

ENCOUNTER PREVIOUS 
INTERACTION

health navigator

health navigator

Protocols
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F U T U R E  E X P E R I E N C E
Jon’s grandfather is suffering from a serious wound in 
his right foot. As Jon’s parents and grandmother are out 
running errands, Jon calls the Focal Point hotline and 
connects his grandfather with a Spanish-speaking expert 
that takes a health assessment. Based on the severity 
of the grandfather’s condition, a navigator is brought in 
to walk the grandfather through the steps of care; the 
navigator’s role is to make the patient experience as simple 
as possible. As the family has no way to get to Focal Point, 
the navigator makes arrangements for a mobile van to pick 
them up. The van is equipped with the supplies needed 
to cover the wound and eliminate any contamination or 
spread. When the family arrives, the grandfather is taken 
to a designated area designed to eliminate the spread of 
infections. The navigator meets the family in this area and 
directs them to the wound care department where they 

are then directed immediately into an exam room. As the 
family has never been to Focal Point before, they provide 
medical history information and are given membership 
cards. These cards can then be scanned—regardless of 
which department they go to—and all medical information 
can be easily accessed. The patient card can also be used 
to order prescriptions and determine if the family is due 
for annual exams, shots, etc. During the grandfather’s 
examination, he stays in the same room while multiple 
providers come in and deliver care. After the grandfather’s 
wound is treated, the navigator will check-in on them and 
make any follow-up appointments. If it turned out that the 
grandfather had other unrelated medical conditions, the 
navigator would walk the grandfather through next steps; 
the goal is to have the same navigator working with the 
same person as often as possible to build trust and loyalty.

identify 
patient

navigator 
escorts 

to wound 
clinic

Exam 
room

assessment treatment
Education 

& 
Prevention

Pharmacy

scan card

Family engagement
calendar of campus 

activities

retail for 
hygiene 
supplies

compassion information
Education

understand 
what to do

health navigator Wound clinic

E L E M E N T S  T O  B E  D E V E L O P E D :
Robust electronic scheduling system, a staff role similar 
to the navigator, transportation services capable of 
transporting people with infections, vehicles that can 
be easily disinfected, proper disinfection of exam room, 
adequately sized rooms to house patient and family, rooms 
that can house patient for entire exam (providers come to 
patient), resident lab or micro-lab, patient education (verbal 
and written), calendar of educational activities, innovative 
follow-up mechanism, home visit capabilities, instant 
prescription pickup within Focal Point.
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 S TA N DA R D I Z AT I O N
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school calls 
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Pediatrics

Dispatch 
Whitney in care 

van

transportation
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Quick medical 

assessment

S C E N A R I O
Maria is a frequent visitor to Focal Point campus, whether it is for 
her own health, for one of her sons, or for her mother. Maria is 
a single mother. Her schedule is hectic and every dollar counts. 
She appreciates the consistent experience every time they visit 
Focal Point, no matter the reason for their visit or who they 
interact with. She is continually impressed with the quality of 
the care her family receives. How might Maria schedule multiple 
appointments at the same time? How might Focal Point use 
standardization to mitigate contingencies like the clinic running 
behind or transportation issues for Maria? How might Focal 
Point use standardization to coordinate high quality care for 
extended families?
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F U T U R E  E X P E R I E N C E
The health system would know that Maria’s baby is out of 
medications. The system would have delivered medicine 
days or a week beforehand to avoid running out. If the 
baby still got sick, Maria would contact her primary care 
physician who could track the baby’s respiratory rate and 
physiological conditions through an in-home monitor. 
Assuming the child was moderately ill, instead of going to 
the emergency room, the hospital would send a mobile 
van. Using big data and integrated systems, the hospital 
would know it needs four vans for this neighborhood, 
while others might only need one. The van would go out 
to the family’s home, equipped with everything a nurse 
needs, and take care of the baby at the house. Maria 
can track the van on her phone and learn more about 
the nurse prior to her arrival. Since Maria does not speak 
English, the nurse has a bilingual computer interface for 
communication. While at the house, the nurse would 
recognize that Maria’s five-year-old son also needs to get 
to school, and the nurse would notify a social worker to 

help out. If the family was out of groceries, the nurse would 
contact the Focal Point grocery store and have groceries 
delivered. Because of big data, the nurse would know that 
the child and its siblings had not had the flu shot. The nurse 
could then administer the vaccine to all those who need it. 
If it turned out that the child was sick because of mold in 
the house, the nurse would contact the maintenance team 
at Focal Point and have them fix the problem.

E L E M E N T S  T O  B E  D E V E L O P E D :
Technology and systems that can communicate with each 
other, a membership identifier, community involvement, 
big data, personalization, non traditional partnerships, 
community response, follow-up care after patients 
are treated, increased use of technology , continuous 
engagement at home, monitoring , follow-up phone calls 
or texting, security and safety, mobile vans, ability to care 
for patients outside of the hospital walls, high-quality staff 
with people skills.
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care for whole 

family
update Emrs

set up 
transportation 
for 5 year old

order groceries schedule 
follow-up care Follow-up call

Follow-up call
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 T E C H N O LO G Y

Focal Point 
Patient portal

nurse retrieves 
family medical 

history
triage ED visit needed Dispatch 
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Quick medical 
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reassurance
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blurry vision

research 
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Drive to Focal 
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call care 
support center

Describe 
symptoms

FOCAL  
POINT

MARIA

NEEDS

S C E N A R I O
Maria is very conscientious about the health of herself, her 
mother, and her kids. She uses technology to monitor all 
aspects of her family's health and as a tool to educate her 
children. Sometimes Maria has a question or concern that 
she can't resolve through internet research. She needs the 
reassuring voice of a healthcare professional. Her mother, 
Anna, is complaining about headaches and blurry vision. Is this 
something to be worried about or should she take ibuprofen 
& rest? How might Focal Point leverage technology to resolve 
simple issues as well as promote wellness between and across 
medical encounters?
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F U T U R E  E X P E R I E N C E
While Maria is at work, her mother (Anna) calls her to let 
her know that she is feeling ill. Maria immediately goes to 
the Focal Point internet café and educates herself about 
her mother’s symptoms. She then calls a Focal Point 
triage nurse who can quickly determine the appropriate 
care steps. The nurse determines that Anna needs to be 
brought to the ED, so she arranges for an ambulance to 
bring her mother in. Being that Anna is watching her two 
grandchildren, the nurse connects Maria with a concierge 
that can arrange to have the kids picked up and taken to 
the Focal Point childcare center. When the ambulance 
arrives to pick up Anna, vitals and blood work are done 
and information is sent to the hospital. Upon arrival, the 
ED already knows where Anna should be directed. The 
hospital will be able to take an electronic fingerprint or 
a retina scan to access all patient information, including 
health history, diet, and preferences. If Anna is prone to 
having headaches, she will be sent to a room where the 
lights have already been dimmed. Technology would also 
keep Maria informed; when Anna arrives at the hospital, 
a text alert would be sent to the daughter saying “your 
mother has arrived and is being seen in room X.” When 
Anna is ready to be discharged, a follow-up appointment 

is automatically made and prescriptions are filled 
immediately. If transportation is needed, Focal Point will 
arrange it with no hassle.

E L E M E N T S  T O  B E  D E V E L O P E D :
A concierge, telephone triage nurse, child care 
transportation, mobile triage capabilities, follow-up 
texting/alerts, member loyalty program, fingerprinting/
retina scanning, automated building system, ability to 
customize patient experiences based on preferences, 
immediate prescriptions, internet cafe.

A D D I T I O N A L  I D E A S :
As the group looked at the overall technology needs of 
Focal Point, the big idea that kept coming up is a customer 
loyalty program that doubles as a universal patient 
identification system. Patients are given a membership 
card, and they then go home and fill out their health 
history, family history, and become a Focal Point member. 
The system is similar to Amazon in that the more a patient 
uses it, the smarter the system becomes. So when Anna 
is in the hospital, her entire visit can be customized. And 
when she leaves, the system can suggest community 
groups, activities and health foods that she would find 
interesting while also keeping her healthy.
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 T R AU M A
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F U T U R E  E X P E R I E N C E
When the crash happens, sensors (within the car or built 
into the street) would transmit the information to a data 
center that could identify the severity of the accident. The 
sensors would also identify the health of the occupants. 
Focal Point would have developed wristbands similar to 
FitBit for all members to wear, and since all occupants are 
wearing them, identifying who is in the car is simple. Based 
on the health needs of the occupants, either an ambulance 
or a mobile Focal Point care van would be sent out. While 
the vehicles are on their way, information about the health 
of the occupants would be transferred to the hospital so 
hospital staff can prepare for the patients’ arrival. Focal 
Point responders will also have handheld devices that can 
detect the seriousness of an injury and do triage in the 
field; this information is sent to the hospital. As the patients 
come in, the doctor already knows the condition of each 
patient and can quickly direct them to the right places. 
A patient guide (similar to the navigator concept) would 
be assigned to each patient and follow them throughout 
their journey. These guides would be communicating with 
each other so each family member stays up-to-date on the 
health status of the others. The guide would also be able 
to connect family members through video on a tablet. 
After patient care, they might go to a rehab unit or go 
home, regardless, all patient information is catalogued and 
easily accessible.

S C E N A R I O
Jon and his family—sister Juana (6), brother 
Miguel (9), mother, and grandfather—
were involved in a serious car accident in 
one of the SW Chicago neighborhoods. 
The mother is unconscious. They were all 
wearing seatbelts and have cuts, bruises, 
and possibly broken bones. Where will they 
be transported to? How might Focal Point 
form partnerships to effectively provide 
the appropriate level of care that is quick 
and efficient?
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E L E M E N T S  T O  B E  D E V E L O P E D :
The three hospitals (Cook County, Saint Anthony Hospital 
and UIC) need to share information instantaneously and 
develop trauma standards that they all follow. Also need 
to develop vehicle/road sensors, a data center capable of 
deciphering trauma information, Focal Point wristbands, 
handheld triage devices, patient guides/navigators, video 
devices so families can communicate with each other, a 
formal community response team.

A D D I T I O N A L  I D E A S :
Right now, if an accident similar to this happened, 
paramedics would be dispatched and they would take all 
patients to the appropriate trauma level based on need. 
If family members have different levels of trauma, they 
are split up, and information about each patient is usually 
unknown because they aren’t receiving care in the same 
place. To solve this, technology and information need to 
be integrated.

Trauma should also be somewhat predictive, and if we 
know that a lot of injuries are occurring in a certain part 
of the neighborhood (perhaps a busy intersection), then 
Focal Point should communicate that information via 
billboards, signage, etc. The community should know what 
is happening locally so they know what not to do and 
when not to do it.

Another out of the box future experience would be to 
use the Focal Point wristbands as responder devices. For 
example, if an accident happens right outside a member’s 
house, that member’s wristband would alert them that 
somebody outside needs help. The idea is to develop a 
community that looks out for each other from a health 
perspective. Focal Point could also develop a community 
response team (similar to volunteer fire departments). 
This team is trained in CPR and other basic response tasks. 
When a crash happens, pagers are activated and whoever 
is nearby would respond.

Pediatric patients would not be treated at Focal Point 
as they require very specialized care. Children could be 
stabilized at Focal Point and then transferred based on 
their conditions. This makes communication amongst the 
different hospitals all the more important.
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 AC T I V I T Y  2— G R O U P  D I S C U S S I O N

Reflecting on all the group presentations, the group was asked to discuss the themes that stuck out to them.

 » We need to be able to quickly identify people who come into the campus, for healthcare or for 
activities. A Focal Point member identification—possibly a card, lanyard, or smart bracelet—
could be an effective way to do this. The membership identifier could also be used for discounts 
and rewards.

 » Healthcare is complicated. People need help navigating the system. Is there a person that can stay 
with them through the whole experience?

 » Each of the scenarios had some sort of stressor. They weren’t about a medical issue alone. There 
is a combination of issues—language, transportation, work, schedule. Any one of these can be a 
barrier to effective care.

 » The promise of technology is great, but we need to bring it back to a human level. If we are bad at 
human communication, we will still be bad when technology is introduced. We need to talk to each 
other. Technology isn’t a quick fix. How do we train people to be more effective communicators?

 » One of the promises of big data is the ability to personalize services. If we know the person 
well, we can align the campus offerings to their needs. Maybe we can even personalize the 
physical environment.

 » Technology is an essential element of each 
scenario. Although we use mobile devices, 
apps, and cloud services in our daily lives, 
healthcare is far behind. At the same time, we 
can’t rely on technology alone. There is still 
a large tech divide, people who do not have 
smart phones or internet access.

 » We can avoid a lot of problems and stress by 
communicating continuously, both internally 
and with the patient.

 » Even in a high tech world, healthcare is still 
based on human interaction.

 » Data is everywhere. Each of these 
interactions create data and use data.

 » The hospital can’t do it all alone. We need 
to partner with others to extend our reach. 
On the trauma side, we need to partner with 
other institutions. The entire campus should 
be intertwined through partnerships.

 » We need to look beyond the individual and 
consider the influence and needs of the 
family. This is an opportunity to deliver care 
to multiple generations at once.

 » We have many different cultures in the 
neighborhood. Are all cultures represented in 
the campus?

 » Mobile care vans could be an effective way to 
extend care beyond the walls of the hospital 
to where people are.

 » The follow up after the encounter is 
important. We need to have multiple 
touch points.

 » We can be more effective at delivering care 
with continuous monitoring. If we know what 
is really happening in people’s lives, we can 
respond quickly.

 » Are we a safe haven? We need to establish 
trust so that the mother knows her son will 
be safe with us.
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   AC T I V I T Y  3  I N S T R U C T I O N S

This activity is designed to use companies and industries outside of healthcare as 
inspiration for new ways to approach problems that healthcare delivery faces.

1. In your group, identify three high-level principles that are goals of your topic (i.e., 
cleanliness, seamlessness…etc).

2. Decide on one industry, company, or organization OUTSIDE of healthcare that 
shares those high level principles. (i.e., making computer chips for 
cleanliness…)

3. How does that industry/company/organization achieve those 
principles? List six strategies they use.

4. For each of those strategies, imagine how Focal Point might engage 
each strategy to achieve those principles for your topic area.

  L A R G E  G R O U P 
O B S E R VAT I O N S

Reflecting on all the group presentations, the group was 
asked to discuss the big ideas that stuck out to them.

 » The idea of any employee being able to troubleshoot 
for a visitor (similar to Disney) was interesting.

 » The patient/visitor experience came up a lot. 
Customer service needs to be a focus.

 » Return on Investment (ROI) came up. But once a 
community feels like they own something, they 
understand the ROI. Doing the right thing is good 
business.

 » Community is the Focal Point brand.
 » Big data keeps coming up, and technology and 

integration.
 » A loyalty program was discussed by a few groups; we 

should dive into that idea further.
 » Safety and security are key, both for infection control 

and safety in the community.
 » Consistency: the second and third experience should 

be just as good as the first.
 » We need to be forward-looking and adaptable. The 

communities we serve will change, and we need to 
change with them.

Goal: Use analogous 
thinking to identify strategies 
that can be used within 
healthcare to enhance the 
patient experience, improve 
quality, and lower cost.

Workshop facilitator captures insights from the large 
group discussion of Activity 3.
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H I G H - L E V E L  P R I N C I P L E S:
1. Customer service

2. Connectivity and seamlessness

3. Transformative change agent

4. Educational

O R G A N I Z AT I O N S  S H A R I N G  H I G H -
L E V E L  P R I N C I P L E S:
When the group thought about these four areas, they felt 
that Disney was extremely relevant. Disney is a place where 
the ideas of “service with a smile” and “be our guest” are 
big. The common theme between Disney and Focal Point 
is community. When you walk into Disney, you relax, and 
every employee is tasked with making every visitor feel 
special. The Disney brand is magical, innovative, inclusive 
and focused on making people happy; the brand is 
consistent across every Disney company/experience. Disney 
also changes with the times and adapts to new things.

 CO M M U N I T Y

Janet Gonzalez records the ideas generated by the Community Involvement group. The group members shown include 
Kayce Riordan of Saint Anthony Hospital,  Eddie Cruz from Access Health Center and Tameeka Christian from Saint 
Anthony Hospital.
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H O W  C A N  F O C A L  P O I N T  P R OV I D E 
S E R V I C E  S I M I L A R  T O  D I S N E Y ?
Focal Point should be an experience—one that makes 
memories, provides exceptional service and exists to 
make the lives of patients easier and more joyful. The 
first time a patient experiences Focal Point should be an 
experience of a lifetime. We want to create a space that 
is inclusive of all walks of life, regardless of age, lifestyle, 
ethnicity or background. Everyone deserves exceptional 
patient care. Also, the idea and concept behind Focal Point 
is that it’s going to be a change agent. It will create new 
jobs and influence others around the community to make 
investments in the community. Visitors are able to take the 
experience and feeling home and then transform the lives 
of others and bring people to Focal Point.

 S P E C I F I C  I D E A S :
 » Create brand community ambassadors 

to ensure that the Focal Point brand goes 
beyond the campus.

 » Ask patients to share their experiences 
with others. “Because of Focal Point, XX 
happened…”

 » Respect patient time and realize that each 
patient is a customer.

 » Exceed expectations through 
management.

 » Give the community ownership of Focal 
Point. If they have a stake in it, they will 
work hard to make it succeed.

 » Personalize the experience.
 » Any employee should be able to 

troubleshoot for patients. Patients should 
rarely be redirected to someone else.

 » Community should be the Focal Point 
brand.

 » Life-time engagement—you never 
outgrow Focal Point.

 » Patients/visitors should be able to bring 
their Focal Point experience home and 
then transform the lives of others and 
encourage them to visit Focal Point.
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H I G H - L E V E L  P R I N C I P L E S:
1. Cleanliness

2. Prevention

3. Education

O R G A N I Z AT I O N S  S H A R I N G  H I G H -
L E V E L  P R I N C I P L E S:
The group looked at quite a few companies, including 
those in the computer, airline, food safety and education 
industries. Ultimately, the group settled on the airline 
industry. The airline industry’s stringent regulations and 
procedures— agriculture clearance, universal signage, 
customs regulations, standardized procedures, and safety 
protocols—support the ideas behind infection control.

 I N F E C T I O N  CO N T R O L

The Infection Control group explores concepts outside healthcare that could be applied to prevent acquired infections 
throughout the campus.  
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H O W  C A N  F O C A L  P O I N T  P R OV I D E 
S E R V I C E  S I M I L A R  T O  T H E  A I R L I N E 
I N D U S T RY ?
Infection control in Focal Point should be a lot like the 
security measures found in the airport industry; adhering 
to the regulations are critical and the only way to access a 
destination. There should always be barriers between the 
public spaces and what’s happening within patient care 
areas, and those with communicable diseases/infections 
should be screened before entering public spaces. 
Throughout the campus, safeguards should be set up to 
ensure safety.

 S P E C I F I C  I D E A S :
 » Integrate the practice of pre-checking/

pre-screening patients to ensure 
communicable diseases are not being 
brought into public and patient areas.

 » If patients check-in at a kiosk, they could 
then be directed to certain rooms based 
on their condition. For example, people 
with the flu would be directed to a more 
restricted space.

 » Infection control instructions should also 
be in a universal language that all people 
understand. Visual instructions are often 
better than written.

 » Employee locker rooms should be 
centralized so they are not bringing coats 
into the patient area. Visitors could also 
use a centralized coat and baggage check 
(especially if they are visiting the NICU).
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H I G H - L E V E L  P R I N C I P L E S:
1. Standard operating procedures

2. IT and data management

3. Customer engagement

O R G A N I Z AT I O N S  S H A R I N G  H I G H -
L E V E L  P R I N C I P L E S:
The group looked at a number of organizations that have 
mastered standardization, including the Air Force, Army, 
McDonalds, Apple, Amazon, Disney and Southwest Airlines. 
The group decided on Southwest Airlines because in terms 
of standardized operating procedures, the experience is 
very reproducible every time. There is a “Southwest way” 
that customers experience each time they interact with 
the company. The processes are lean, the prices are low, 
and the quality of services is high. The company is forward-
looking and has a growth strategy. Southwest is also very 
family friendly.

 S TA N DA R D I Z AT I O N

The Standardization Group looks for non-healthcare models for repeatable processes with minimal variation.
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H O W  C A N  F O C A L  P O I N T  P R OV I D E 
S E R V I C E  S I M I L A R  T O  S O U T H W E S T ?
Focal Point needs to put the patient first and respond 
to patient feedback immediately and with a smile. The 
outcome of every interaction needs to be the focus; 
patients should feel good about the results of every 
interaction. We need to have fun and employ friendly and 
energetic staff. Interactions should be casual and personal. 
The campus should feel safe and secure without bars. Focal 
Point employees should have high satisfaction rates and 
employees should represent the community (as of now, 
about 30% of employees also live in the community).

 S P E C I F I C  I D E A S :
 » Include family-friendly features and spaces 

throughout Focal Point.
 » Follow lean principles and respond to data.
 » Meet patients at a personal level.
 » Respond to patient feedback very quickly; 

quick response and quick outcomes are key.
 » Need to be fun, friendly and casual—need 

friendly staff and entrepreneurs.
 » The campus should feel safe and secure 

without bars.
 » Focal Point employees should have high 

satisfaction rates, since the employees live 
in the community.
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H I G H - L E V E L  P R I N C I P L E S:

1. Customer experience

2. Communication and integration

3. Security, safety and privacy

O R G A N I Z AT I O N S  S H A R I N G  H I G H -
L E V E L  P R I N C I P L E S:
The group started by looking at customer service, and 
then moved onto the idea of customer experience. Good 
brands, such as Nordstrom and Marriott, create great 
experiences from the minute a customer walks in their 
doors. These companies have intense training programs 
that promote consistent and very high standards. The 
group then looked at the auto industry as it relates to 
healthcare; you can take your car to the mechanic for 
repair just as you would take yourself into the hospital for 
repair. At your every day auto mechanic, you are often 
shuffled into a cramped waiting room. But if you go to 
the mechanic at a Lexus dealer, you are ushered into an 
upscale waiting room with a restaurant and stuff to keep 
you occupied. Ultimately, the group focused on Nordstrom 
and Marriott.

 T E C H N O LO G Y

The Technology group explores the use of unobtrusive technology to enhance the customer experience. They work to 
find ways to leverage consumer technology while not leaving behind customers who do not have access to technology.
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H O W  C A N  F O C A L  P O I N T  P R OV I D E 
S E R V I C E  S I M I L A R  T O  N O R D S T R O M /
M A R R I O T T ?
As healthcare is evolving, it will be much more consumer 
driven. If these companies get into the hospital 
business, existing healthcare organizations will all suffer. 
People are already seeking out healthcare based on 
preferential treatment.

 S P E C I F I C  I D E A S :
 » An honor and loyalty program similar to 

Marriott Reward program where incentives 
are rewarded based on level of use.

 » Targeted health marketing. Like Amazon, 
the more a member indicates interest in a 
topic, the more information on that topic is 
sent to the user.

 » Active waiting time. If members have 
to wait, give them something to do. For 
example, educational resources, live 
entertainment, animal therapy,  
shopping, etc.

 » Control noise by using off-stage/on-stage 
design.

 » Maintain a crisp and clean environment 
similar to that of a hotel (no gaudy signage, 
no flyers tapped to walls, extremely clean 
bathrooms, etc.).

 » Everything throughout the campus should 
follow the same brand, from the design of 
spaces and signage to the way employees 
interact with patients.

 » When a patient walks into Focal Point, they 
should feel like everything is taken care of.
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   T R AU M A

The Trauma group faced a larger challenge than any of the other groups. How might 
Focal Point Community Camps develop trauma capabilities that serve the local 
community and are complementary to the other trauma centers in the area? What 
services are offered at Focal Point?

The members of this group rolled up their sleeves and took extra time in the afternoon to 
work through these challenging questions.

Goal: Articulate a vision for 
trauma services at Focal Point 
Community Campus and outline 
the necessary partners and 
actions to achieve this vision.

After the completion of the second activity, the Trauma 
Group was tasked to develop a basis of understanding 
between Saint Anthony Hospital (SAH), Cook County 
Hospital, and University of Illinois Hospital and Health 
Sciences System (UIHHSS) on how Trauma Services 
would be delivered amongst and between the three 
healthcare entities. 

The group discussion led to an understanding that Saint 
Anthony Hospital would see “lower level” trauma cases 
and Level 1 cases would go to Cook County or UIHHSS.  
The discussions also expanded to encompass how all 
emergencies are managed within the region and between 
Saint Anthony Hospital, Cook County Hospital and UIHHSS. 
These decisions cannot be made in a vacuum and further 
discussions are needed with the other hospitals in the 
region, the Chicago Fire Department and the Department 
of Health to solidify the assumptions.  

Ways to monitor chronically ill patients at home and 
keeping them safe and out of the ED as well as diverting 
lower level patients to primary care centers, such as urgent 
care and FQHC’s, will be required to meet the goals of 
providing the quality healthcare at a low cost. In addition, 
communication protocol, ease of communication, and 
standards for directing different patient types must be 
discussed and agree to amongst the organizations. 

The overall goal is to alleviate the academic ED’s of the 
lower acuity patients allowing them to focus on Trauma 
and higher acuity while Saint Anthony provides services for 
the others. This approach will affect the size and program 
for the Saint Anthony ED and further discussion is required 
to create a business approach, strategy, and consensus.

 I N S I G H T S

The results of this collaborative session included a 
complete rethinking of the whole pre-hospital process so 
that more triage and treatment can be done in the field, 
resulting in more patients being able to be transferred 
to Focal Point, and not the nearest Level I trauma center 
automatically.  What emerged was a:

 » Technology-driven pre-hospital process 
transformation concept 

 » A redefinition of the capability of a community 
hospital ED to treat trauma with support from 
tertiary partners

 » A tripartite affiliation committed to community 
education, prevention and safety 

 » A shared network of medical and surgical specialists 
and subspecialists available to Focal Point as needed 
and virtually, via tele-capability
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The Trauma group includes leaders from John H. Stroger Hospital of Cook County, Saint Anthony Hospital, University of 
Illinois Hospital and Health Sciences System, McKesson, and HDR.

 I T E M S  B E I N G  CO N S I D E R E D

 » Saint Anthony Hospital at Focal Point will be equipped 
to handle trauma, not just a “pass through.” It can be a 
new model of a true community hospital, serving the 
patients in the community. 

 » Level of triage and care in the field should allow 
patients to go directly to treatment room – the OR, IR, 
ICU, etc. – upon arrival at Saint Anthony Hospital.

 » The “trauma nurse navigator” will follow patients 
through stay. 

 » Cook County would take Level I adult trauma

 » UIHHSS would take STEMI and stroke patients

 » UIHHSS would share Simulation Center for training of 
Saint Anthony staff at Focal Point

 » Specialty cases, such as pediatrics,  will be sent to the 
facilities with the highlest level of expertise. 

 » Cook County and UIHHSS agree to: 

•	 Share patient information between the institutions. 
An integrated system would be best.

•	 Provide physician and allied health training to 
Focal Point staff.

•	 Provide tele-medicine consultation to Focal 
Point patients. 

•	 Share surgical and medical specialty and 
subspecialty staff on rotational basis with 
Focal Point.

•	 Have med students rotate through Saint Anthony 
Hospital at Focal Point for training.

•	 Participate in community education for 
trauma prevention and safety in Focal 
Point neighborhoods.
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 FU T U R E  D I S C U S S I O N S

PA R T N E R S H I P
 » Centralized call center for three hospitals 

 » Brand the three hospital relationship

 » Repatriation agreement needs to be developed to 
return patients back to Saint Anthony Hospital at Focal 
Point and to their Primary Care Physicians.

 » Primary care / disease management needs to be 
strengthened in the region to reduce inappropriate 
ED utilization

 » Develop standardized protocols between institutions

E M E R G E N C Y  R E S P O N D E R S
 » Discussion with Chicago Fire Department on how 

response and transport would be coordinated

 » Could the response team be a “Focal Point 
Response Team”?

 » Can “community helpers” be trained as first 
responders until EMS arrives?

 T R AU M A

Dr. Terry Vanden Hoek, Professor and Chair Department 
of Emergency Medicine at University of Illinois Hospital 
and Health Sciences System considers the benefits of a 
radically different pre-hospital process.

Dr. Faran Bokhari, Department Chair from John H. Stroger 
Hospital of Cook County,  works with Dr. Kaman Cipi 
and  Jeremiah Leonard from Saint Anthony Hospital to 
develop the tripartite affiliation model. 

A N A LYS I S
 » Data on number, level of traumas, and origin from the 

neighborhoods is needed

 » Complete a “gap analysis” of strengths and gaps of 
specialties among partners

 » Discussion with IDPH and CMS to develop buy-in once 
the new business model is established

N E X T  S T E P S:

A deep dive into the potential business relationship, 
strategy to cases, and obstacles such as codes and 
regulations must be explored:

 » What does the group want to accomplish?

 » How does each organization benefit from 
the approach?

 » What regulations or codes must be reviewed to 
accommodate a new model?

 » Who will finance the study?

 » How will the approach be monitored for consistency 
between the organizations?
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A C T I V I T Y  4 : 
CO M P O N E N T S

 G R O U P  D I S C U S S I O N

 » It is hard to get going on the Mashups in this activity. 
We worry too much about ‘doing it right.’ Just make 
some crazy combinations to get started, and then you 
see that some of the combinations are not crazy at 
all. They are brilliant ideas for product development 
or innovation.

 » The idea of a smart room that personalizes the room 
to the patient’s preference is very intriguing.

 » Great idea to partner with local artists and use artwork 
on the Focal Point staff uniforms. It creates a unique 
community identity.

 » The technology group was a bit stuck. Once they 
added drones and GIS mapping, they really got 
going. There is tremendous opportunities both in the 
collection of data and overlaying data on geography 
to extract insights.

 » We really need a “magic connector.’

   AC T I V I T Y  4  I N S T R U C T I O N S

Conceive of new components to improve the topic area. Identify novel 
combinations of components.

1. Make a list of all the components of your focus area. These components 
could be equipment, processes, technology, or roles. There are easily more 
than 30 components.

2. What gaps exist in your focus area where there is a need but no component 
to fulfill the need? If you get stuck, think of something you interact with every 
day and create an equivalent for your focus area.

3. Develop at least 20 novel combinations of 3 or more components from #2. 
Select one combination that has the greatest potential to improve patient 
experience, the one combination that has the greatest potential to improve 
quality, and the one combination that has the greatest potential to reduce costs.

Goal: Utilize non-
linear thinking to 
identify non-obvious 
opportunities for 
innovation. Many of 
the combinations 
generated are 
nonsense; some 
combinations are 
both impactful 
and implementable. 

Peter Burkiewicz and Stephan Brown, both from the 
University of Illinois Hospital and Health Sciences 
System, discuss possible technology mashups with Mark 
Jennings, Saint Anthony Hospital CIO.
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2  C U R R E N T  G A P S
 » Safety
 » Accessibility
 » Patient/community engagement
 » Inclusivity 

1  L I S T  O F  CO M P O N E N T S
 » Signage
 » People (public)
 » Buildings 
 » Ambassadors 
 » Branding
 » Promotions/giveaways 
 » Cars /buses
 » Badges/patches 
 » Community survey 
 » Evidence practice
 » Smart phones
 » Clothing 
 » Community liaison
 » Activity Coordinators
 » Security 
 » Volunteers
 » Interns
 » Teachers
 » Community partners 

 » Elected officials 
 » Investors 
 » Artists 
 » Gardeners
 » Toys/sports equipment
 » Library 
 » Computers/web
 » Fashion 
 » Training
 » Employment 
 » Parking 
 » Trails or pathways 
 » Bilingual 
 » Hours of Operation /

access 
 » Managers 
 » Leadership 
 » Recreation center 
 » Grocery store/retail

 CO M M U N I T Y
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3  M A S H U P S
 » Investors / Trails & Pathways
 » Community Liaisons / Smart Phone / Survey 

 
 

 » Language / Fashion / Training / Art 

 » Parking / Badges
 » Artists / Security
 » Elected Officials / Guy
 » Clothing / Contest
 » Managers / Fashion
 » Buildings / Evidence Based Design
 » Cars & Buses / Bumper Stickers / Investors
 » Toys / Library / Give Away Promotions
 » Language / Training / Fashion / Art
 » Signage / Hours of Operation
 » Teachers / Recreation Center / Smartphone
 » Public / Give Away Promotions
 » Computers / Web / Retail / Library
 » Gardeners / Ambassadors / Buildings
 » Social Media / Facebook / Twitter / Bumper Stickers
 » Evidence Based Practices / Elected Officials / Contest 

“Naming”

4  N E W  CO N C E P T S
 » Smartphone site navigation. Visitors can use their 

smartphones to navigate throughout the site. When 
they approach art or landscape elements on the 
walkways, they can view their smartphone to learn 
more about the plants/designs/art.

 » Create something like a colored t-shirt to indicate 
security without being obvious. 

Facilitator Tom Trenolone gets excited about the idea of using community artwork on campus uniforms.
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1  L I S T  O F  CO M P O N E N T S 
 » Water
 » Sink
 » HVAC
 » Filters
 » EMS 
 » UV lighting
 » Protocol
 » Mask
 » Gloves
 » Gowns
 » Chemicals
 » Cleaning solutions
 » Hand hygiene—gels
 » Sterilizers 
 » Isolation guidelines
 » Isolation room
 » Emergency shower
 » Eye wash station
 » Humidity temperature 

regulation
 » Negative air
 » Positive air
 » Automated dispensing 

of cleaning products
 » Signage
 » ADU’s

 » Non-porous furniture
 » No foam
 » Flooring vs. carpeting
 » Surface cleaning
 » Equipment
 » Process
 » Hazardous waste 

receptacles
 » Safety devices
 » Floor cleaning 

machines
 » Clean / Soiled Space
 » Where you keep 

isolation materials
 » PPE Storage and 

accessibility
 » Respiratory etiquette 

stations
 » Monitoring devices
 » Bacteriostatic devices
 » Anti-microbial clothing 

/ stewardship
 » Patient bathing—

prewash

2  C U R R E N T  G A P S
 » Non-porous services
 » Disinfection of all surfaces
 » Anti-microbial clothing
 » Ozone
 » Universal cleaner
 » Cleaning of moveable equipment
 » Anti-microbial keyboards

 I N F E C T I O N  CO N T R O L
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4  N E W  CO N C E P T S
 » Translucent antimicrobial bandages that are water 

resistant and able to monitor for different types of 
bacteria. 

 » An HVAC system with a built in UV light and 
aromatherapy capabilities. 

 » A room with a black light to tell if the room had been 
cleaned appropriately. If not clean, a drone or a robot 
would come in and clean the room. 

 » A Dick Tracy watch—a single patient use device that 
monitored for bacteria/infection. 

 » A human cleansing station—or bathing chair—that 
cleans patients and alerts them when they are 
completely clean.

 » IV line insertion robot; biomarker on the IV that 
lets you know when the IV needs to be changed & 
translucent bandage.

 » Flo—the sink water in the room would already have 
soap in it (similar to water with ozone treatment).

3  M A S H U P S
 » Bandage / Antimicrobial / Wearable Monitor 

 

 » HVAC / UV Light / Aromatherapy 

 » Hand Hygiene / Pathogen Monitor / Drone 
 

 » Wearable / Single Use / Vitals / Antimicrobial 

 » Furniture / Patient Bathing / Universal Cleaner 
 

 » Robot / IV / Bandage / Wearable Monitor  
 

 » Sink / Water / Soap  

 » Equipment / Antimicrobial / Non-porous
 » Isolation Gowns / Antimicrobial / Wearable Monitors
 » Biomarker / Monitoring Device / IV

Once the Infection Control group got going, they invented some truly unique and innovative product concepts.  
Contributors include (clockwise from lower right) Aileen Brooks, Dr. Joseph Pulvirenti, Patti Lazzara, and Steve Raimondi 
from Saint Anthony Hospital; Dr. Susan Bleasdale professor at University of Illinois Hospital and Health Sciences System; 
Rita Esquiliano and Debbie Runyan from Saint Anthony Hospital.
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2  C U R R E N T  G A P S
 » Incompatible interfaces and systems 
 » People
 » Lean process improvers
 » Have only 1 Lean Six Sigma person in the hospital
 » Human / physical recourses
 » ID system
 » Atomized scheduling
 » Don’t have a consistent environment equipment wise 

or space wise
 » Résistance to standardize protocol from employees, 

staff
 » Resistance to technology
 » People feel medicine is an art
 » There are smart rooms currently available; it would be 

great to have these at Focal Point 
 » Portable equipment
 » Electronic communication board
 » Kiosks for patient service
 » Voice recognition
 » Robots

1  L I S T  O F  CO M P O N E N T S
 » EMR
 » Computer
 » Dashboard
 » Evaluators
 » Process Improvement
 » Policy and procedures
 » Phone
 » Internet
 » Vans
 » Software
 » IT people
 » Content experts
 » Researchers
 » Trainers
 » Methodology
 » Scanners
 » Bar code 

interface systems
 » RFID

 » Tablet
 » Wireless
 » Methods
 » Simulation
 » Built environment
 » Change agents
 » Communication
 » Standardizes leadership 

techniques
 » Staff development
 » Leadership training
 » Physicians, clerks, 

personnel
 » Community counselors
 » Nurses
 » Patient

 S TA N DA R D I Z AT I O N
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4  N E W  CO N C E P T S
 » Voice control. People can ask the facility questions and 

get answers. 
 » Mobile equipment. Rooms can transform into ICU, 

triage, etc. 
 » Internet scheduling and communication. People can 

do anything/everything online. 
 » Smart rooms that can complete simple functions, thus 

eliminating the chance of some human error. 

3  M A S H U P S
 » Built Environment / Smart Room / Nurses / Patients  

 » Mobile Equipment / Built Environment /  
Personnel / Patients

 » Internet / Schedule / Communication 

 » Built Environment / Smart Room 

 » Security / Patient ID / Van
 » ID / Methodology / Kiosk
 » Policy & Procedure / Smart Room / Auto Stop
 » Dashboard / Resistance to Standards / Wireless
 » Change Agent / Simulator / Bar Codes
 » RFID / Communication Board / Incompatible Systems
 » Electronic Board / Tablet / Data Analyst
 » Content Expert / Evaluators / Consistent Environment
 » Bar Codes / EMR / Policy & Procedure

Sherrie Spencer of Saint Anthony Hospital listens to Dr. David Soglin from John H. Stroger Hospital of Cook County.
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2  C U R R E N T  G A P S
 » Automation (the left hand talking to the right hand)
 » Accessibility
 » Understanding (using technology the right way)
 » Affordability 
 » Technology divide (not everyone has access to 

technology)

1  L I S T  O F  CO M P O N E N T S
 » Big data
 » Computers
 » Smartphones
 » Wireless 
 » Communication
 » Language
 » Automation
 » Operability
 » Access
 » Immediacy 
 » Security

 » EMR/scheduling 
 » Monitoring 
 » Robotics
 » Smart rooms/beds
 » GIS mapping
 » Hotspots
 » Infographics 
 » Networks
 » Medical equipment
 » Translation 
 » Virtual visits

 T E C H N O LO G Y
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4  N E W  CO N C E P T S
 » A system that gives providers the exact information 

they need in any format they want.
 » Using GIS mapping to determine population health. 

If we knew diabetes was high in a certain community, 
we could target that community with preventative 
education.

 » A call center with a “magic connector” that could solve 
all problems. Right now the call center is very person 
driven. The magic connector would fill in the void. 

 » Drones could gather information in the community 
and then turn that data into maps and other 
information for use at Focal Point.

3  M A S H U P S
 » User Friendly / Integration Points / Data 

 » GIS Mapping / Integration Partners / Education 
 
 

 » Call Center / Magic Connector / Support  
 

 » Drones / Data / GIS Mapping 

 » Registration / Scheduling / Kiosks
 » Wireless / Billing / Encryption
 » Tech Divide / Devices / Training
 » Customer Loyalty / Promotional Efforts / Kiosks
 » Facility Management / Right People / Scheduling
 » Infographics / Entertainment / Education
 » Magic Connector / Devices / Customer Loyalty
 » Software / Promotional Efforts / GIS Mapping
 » Promotional Efforts / Magic Connector / Patient 

Narrative
 » Robots / Facility Management / GIS Mapping
 » Robots / Call Center / Magic Connector

Peter Burkiewicz from University of Illinois Hospital and Health Sciences System gets intrigued by the concept of using GIS 
mapping to identify community hotspots and respond with targeted preventative education. 
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   AC T I V I T Y  5  I N S T R U C T I O N S

Extract opportunities for innovation

1. Take 5 minutes to review all the content & ideas generated throughout the day by all 
groups. Make note of any idea that touches your topic area and which group the idea 
came from.

2. Review all the collected ideas within your group. Identify as many opportunities for 
innovation within your topic area as possible.

3. Together, identify the six opportunities that have the greatest potential to improve the 
patient experience, improve the quality of care, or reduce costs. These opportunities 
should be immediately actionable and not wait until the Focal Point campus is built.

4. Present these six opportunities to the larger group and post them up 
on the wall.

Goal: Identify 
opportunities for innovation 
that are both actionable 
and impactful.

Workshop participants prepare to vote for their top three actionable ideas.
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 CO M M U N I T Y

 » Loyalty programs and incentives. As community 
members use Focal Point services, they get points and 
access to rewards.

 » Focal Point dashboard. Community members can go 
online and get accessibility to all services—arrange 
transportation, get information on healthcare, make 
appointments, etc. All at the click of a button.

 » Increase community outreach, build collaborations 
and get engaged. Prior to completing Focal Point, we 
should be building these relationships so we can jump 
right in when the facility is done.

 » Introducing community artwork and education into 
signage and wayfinding.

 » Establishing partnerships within the community and 
leveraging these partnerships to improve health.

 I N F E C T I O N  CO N T R O L

 » A technology monitor. We often learn about these 
technologies in a haphazard manner. We need 
someone in the hospital that keeps an eye out for 
emerging technologies.

 » Educational waiting. Rather than watching Judge Judy, 
patients who are waiting could instead watch videos 
about infection control, hand hygiene, etc.

 » Standardization of cleaning. The question is, “does this 
belong here or doesn’t it” should never be asked. We 
need to come up with standards for cleaning.

 » Use the community-based programs we’re involved 
with to speak about infection control and give 
immunizations to the community.

 » Better isolation gowns. The current gowns don’t fit, 
they aren’t easy to put on, and they aren’t easy to 
clean.

 » Alarm devices for negative airflow rooms. Alarms 
could go off and let the hospital staff know of the 
issue immediately.

 S TA N DA R D I Z AT I O N

 » Training, educating and developing staff prior to Focal 
Point. All nurses and staff are trained and have the 
right resources.

 » Development of standard operating procedures.
 » Accountability for the standard operating procedures.
 » Patient engagement and experience design
 » Develop patient ID process and technology.
 » Fulfill Human resource, Lean Six Sigma.

 T E C H N O LO G Y

 » Really like the Dick Tracy watch idea.
 » Centralized scheduling. A lot of opportunity to care for 

our patients through a centralized system.
 » Concierge desk and having a patient navigator.
 » Hotspotting. Doing maps of the community and 

identifying areas that need a certain education.
 » Adapt technology we already have by sending 

appointment reminders via text.
 » Data integration—interacting with fewer systems.

 T R AU M A

 » Patient navigator. One of the big problems with 
healthcare is the fear of the unknown. A patient 
navigator could help.

 » Integrated tracking system in regards to if the patient 
is coming into the hospital. We need to know where 
a patient is at all times. When a patient is discharged, 
housekeeping is told to clean, and the next person is 
told to go into the room.

 » Integrated shared patient record. Hospital employees 
should have access to answers no matter where you 
are. Everyone should be able to answer.

 » Standardized protocols.
 » Member card ID. If people are unconscious, member 

identification would be extremely useful; it’s vital to 
know information when treating a patient.

 » Education. Having the facility available for people to 
learn is vital. We’re talking about the entire community. 
Personnel are able to come in and do their continuing 
education. Getting children more involved in their 
health, thus decreasing disease in the future.
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A C T I O N A B L E  I D E A S

1. Data integration. Integrating with fewer systems

2. Loyalty programs and incentives. As community 
members use Focal Point services, they get points and 
access to rewards.

3. Training, educating and developing staff prior 
to Focal Point. All nurses and staff are trained and 
have the right resources. 

4. Development of standard operating procedures. 

5. Patient navigator. One of the big problems with 
healthcare is the fear of the unknown. A patient 
navigator could help. 

6. Integrated tracking system in regards to if the 
patient is coming into the hospital. We need to 
know where a patient is at all times. When a patient 
is discharged, housekeeping is told to clean, and the 
next person is told to go into the room. 

7. Increase community outreach, build 
collaborations and get engaged. Prior to 
completing Focal Point, we should be building these 
relationships so we can jump right in when the facility 
is done. Use the community-based programs we’re 
involved with to speak about infection control and 
give immunizations to the community. 

8. Standardization of cleaning. The question is, “does 
this belong here or doesn’t it” should never be asked. 
We need to come up with standards for cleaning.

 16 VO T E S

 14

 14

 12

 12

7

5

5

  AC T I O N A B L E  I D E A S

 Participants were each given three stickers. They were asked to place their stickers on the 
actionable ideas they thought were most important for Focal Point.
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Sherrie Spencer of Saint Anthony Hospital casts her votes.
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   W R A P  U P

Goal: Converge to actionable tactics

1. As a large group, identify related opportunities. Try to consolidate 30 opportunities 
down to 10.

2. Prioritize the opportunities 1 - 10, from most impactful to least impactful.

3. Outline next steps in the worksession synthesis process, design process, and the 
ongoing advisory role of session participants.

W R A P  U P

 O B S E R VAT I O N S

 » What can we start doing now? We shouldn’t wait until 
the campus is built. Let’s start making this community 
a reality now.

 » Where in the health is care?

 » We focused a lot on bringing people into the campus, 
but I don’t think we’ve talked about professional 
development and retention. We want to build 
community inward as well as outward.

 » That is a great point. The Saint Anthony Hospital / 
Focal Point staff are a community, and it needs just as 
much attention. We also have a place in the broader 
community, the neighborhood, and the institutions 
of Chicago.

 » Thirty precent of the employees live in the 
neighborhood. As a member of the community and 
staff on the campus, use your badge for everything - 
clock in, clock out, get discounts. Only one card.

 » Technology is a key part of the future of healthcare. 
We need someone in healthcare to go to potential 
partners, conferences, and immerse themselves in 
technology. We need to know what we have, what 
is out there, what it can do, and how to make it work 
with what we have.

 » Can we make Focal Point membership a status 
symbol, something even gangsters would wear 
and support?

 » We need to push healthcare and wellness beyond the 
walls of the hospital.

 » We spent a lot of the day talking about the patient 
experience, but there were not any actionable patient 
experience ideas that got votes.

 » Centralized scheduling and technology integration is a 
huge gap. The software isn’t there yet. It is something 
to start working on now and make incremental steps 
toward seamless integration.
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  N E X T  S T E P S

S O  W H O  T H O U G H T  T O DAY  W O U L D 
B E  E A S Y ?
Innovation and coming up with new ways of thinking is 
incredibly difficult. I am so personally inspired, and it makes 
me want to work harder in everything I do. You were all 
brought together because you are partners in this process, 
but I think it shows that we as a team can develop great 
ideas. And it’s obvious that you are all in, and you will all 
play a big part of this. And you have to be there. And we 
need you. We need you to keep the momentum going. 
Also, with the CMMI, I got Goosebumps from Sheila. Guy 
was telling me that they were watching throughout the 
day. They see that this is really super different. So don’t 
forget about it, keep thinking about it. Michael talks a lot 
about when you go home tonight you have dreams about 
new ideas. Let us know. So these ideas up here aren’t the 
only items going forward, but they are things that we 
can put in place. The other part that isn’t on the wall right 
now, is that there are a ton of big ideas that can’t happen 
immediately, but we know we want in place when Focal 
Point is built. I’m proud and excited and this is the right way 
to go.

Don’t dismiss the little bits of information you get. Send 
them on and we’ll consider them.

Project Principal Abbie Clary summarizes the work from 
the Trauma group and outlines the next steps in the 
Focal Point Community Campus design process.
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